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PREFACE

The enclosed bicycle facilities network identification process should identify whether a
bicycle facility is needed: and if 8 certain classification is the answer. it will suggest what to
consider when locating such a facility. Planned and constructed off-the-road bicycle
facilities are not always the solution to bicyclists' needs or desires. Sometimes an off-the
road bicycle facility could have an adverse impact on bicycle usage: it may be possible to
resolve the problem through 8 roadway improvement or law enforcement

Existing streets and highways are the most economical and efficient way to acconvnodate
bicycle traffte. However, these roadways are not always convenient and safe for bicycl~ts.

There is a wide range of roadway improvements which can enhance and encourage
bicyclists'safety. Improvements can be simple and involve minimal design considerations
(e.g., changing drainage grate inlets), or they can involve a detailed design (e.g .• providing a
bicycle path). Due to a broad range of roadway conditions within a planning area, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities should be planned and accorrvnodated on the best corridors that
will provide the most direct access to traffic generators.
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FOREWORD

The Bicyc~ Facilities Network ktentification Handbook was developed to assist
metropOlitan planning organizations and regional planning affiliations identify a bicycle and
pedestrian facilities network for their respective planning areas. The handbook was
designed ta be used by planners and decision-makers with varying amounts of experience
in planning far bicycle facilities.

We hope you utilize this handbook to designate 8 network that will foster. enhance and
provide safer bicyde and pedestrian travel for all users. We also welcome your comments
regarding this handbook and its information. as well as anyo~r comments you might have
concerning bicycle and pedestrian facilities in ~W8. Please send all comments to:

Don Ward. Director
Office of Systems Planning
Planning and Programming Division
Iowa Department of Transportation
BOO Lincoln Way
Ames.IA 50010
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Bicycle Facilities Network Identification Handbook is to provide a
genera' set of guidelines that can be used by the metro~itanplanning organizations
(MPOs) and the regional planning affiliations (RPAs) to identify a recommended bicyde
facilities network.. This handbook is organized to assist planners. technicians and decis~
makers. who may have varying amounts of exposure to bK:ycJe and pedestrian facilities
p'anning. with the network identifICation process.

This handbook has been divided into the following chapters: Chapter Two offers a brief
description of bicycle users; Chapter Three presents the bicycle facilities classifications
utilized throughout the handbook; Chapter Four discusses generallocational criteria for
bicycle facilities; Chapter Rve presents general design considerations for each bicycle
facility; and Chapter Six outlines the bicycle facilities network identification process.

Bicycle .nd Pedestrian F.ciliti_ Syltem Plan
The 1991 lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) requires the
development of an intermodal ooQ-fange transportation plan at the state level. The
framework end policies of this plan will help redefine the activities of the individual modes.
the relationships between modes. and reflect a more broadly conceived vision for
transportation in Iowa. The developmental focus of this plan will be on integrating and
coordinating all of the past and current efforts. as well as incorporating the new
requirements identifted in the ISTEA.

The ISTEA also requires that states develop a long-range plan for bicycle transportation
facilities and pedestrian walkways and its incorporation into the statewide intermodal k>og-
range transportation plan. Another new requirement is the consideration of ·strategies for
incorporating bicycle transportation facilities and pedestrian walkwayS in projects where
appropriate throughout the state.~ This is very important since these facilities often can be
incorporated into major road projects through the construction of shared roadways for
bicycles and sidewalks for pedestrians.

Bicycle facilities system planning is a relatively new area of transportation planning in Iowa.
TIle Iowa Department of Transportation has commenced bicyde facilities system planning
efforts at the state level in response to increasing bicyde and pedestrian facilities usage.
and the enactment of the ISTEA.

The challenge that Iowa is currently facing i. the integration of these existing fragmented
bicycle and pedestrian facilities into a continuous statewide network. Over the past 10
years cities and counties within the state of Iowa have concentrated their efforts in
developing recreational trails within their jurisdictions. However. most of the existing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities in Iowa do not serve explicit transportation purposes
because they do not link major traffic generators to each other. and they are primarily
designed to serve recreational trips. A connected system of bicycle facilities is needed to
guide bicyclists along reasonably direct routes that satisfy other travel desires and provide
an alternative means of travel. These routes also need to connect and integrate with other
modes of transportation.

Chlipter ,-,
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The Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities System Plan will outline the process of inventorying
existing bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout the state; identify issues. opportunities
and constraints affecting and influencing these existing facilities; assist in developing a
statewide network; and will lead to policies and criteria for developing and implementing
bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout Iowa.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities System Planning Process
In order to develop the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities System Plan. the planning process
has been divided into three phases. The objective of Phase I was the development of this
Bicycle Facilities Network Identification Handbook.. Included in this phase identified a set of
goals and objectives for the bicycle and pedestrian facilities system plan.

In Phase II. the MPOs and RPAs will be asked to utilize this Bicycle Network Identification
Handbook to develop their recommended networks. The MPOs and RPAs should develop a
comprehensive bicycle network that should include all existing and proposed bicycle
facilities and roadways improvements in their planning areas. It is recommended that
planners involve bicycle organizations. clubs and advocates in the early stages of the
planning process.

During Phase III the MPOs' and RPAs' recommended networks will be analyzed. and a
statewide network will be developed. As part of this effort alternative scenarios will be
developed. An implementation plan wilt be developed for each alternative to determine the
feasibility of the network under each alternative. as well as to determine the phasing and
prioritization of projects. Simultaneously. MPOs and RPAs will be developing their own
implementation plans. During the development of their implementation plans. MPOs and
RPAs will analyze bicycle facilities included in the recommended networks and determine
their cost effectiveness. Through this implementation plan process. potential use of the
facilities will be forecasted. Also. the need for bicycle and pedestrian support facilities (e.g .•
bicycle parking. bicycle racks on buses) will be determined. Finally. the entire planning
process will be documented in the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities System Plan. which will
become the bicycle and pedestrian element of the statewide intermodallong-range
transportation plan.

Chapter 1-2
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PHASE I
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Figu.... 1.1 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Planning Process
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PHASE II

Bicycle Facilities Network Identification Handbook

~
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CHAPTER lWO
BICYCLE USERS

Bicycle riders have been divided into two classes on the basis of travel purpose:
transportation or recreation. Transportation includes going to work. shopping. school and
other destinations. For the bicyclist using the bicycle as transportation. the objective is not
the trip. but reaching the destination such as a commercial area. school or workplace. The
bicvcle is primarily a means of transportation for the trip. although secondary objectives
such as exercise and pleasure influence the choice of vehicle. The transportation oriented
bicyclists. while appreciating scenic bicycle facilities where they coincide with specific
travel desires. places highest priority on the directness of the route. acceptable grade
profiles. and minimum delay or inconvenience. On the other hand. for recreational bicyclists
(Le. tourists. off-the-road. physical fitness enthusiasts and racers). the trip itself is the
objective. Scenic bicycle fadlities which meander and have features such as points of
interest and challenges are very desirable for this type of bicyclist

There is a wide range of abilities and skills among bicyclists. No other vehicle is operated by
such a disparate group of users. For the purpose of this handbook.. the planner is asked to
consider the range of bicyclists by examining the nature of three general bicycle groups.
These three general groups of bicyclists represent the majority of all bicyclists. based on
their bicycling skills and riding habits. The following classification of bicycle users has been
adopted for this handbook'.

2.1

2.2

Advanced Bicyclists

Basic Bicyclists

These are experience riders who can operate under
most traffic conditions. They comprise the majority
of the current users of collector and arterial streets
and are best served by the following: (a) direct
access to destinations. usually via the existing street
and highway system; (b) the opportunity to operate at
maximum speed with minimum delays; and (c)
sufficient operating space on the roadway or
shoulder to reduce the need for either the bicyclists
or the motor vehicle operator to change position
when passing.

These are casual or new adult and teenage riders
who are less confident of their ability to operate in
traffic without special provisions for bicycles. Some
will develop greater skills and progress to the
advanced levef. but there will always be many
basic bicyclists. They prefer: (a) comfortable access
to destinations. preferably by a direct route using
either low-speed.low traffic-volume streets or
designated bicycle facilities; (b) well-.defined
separation of bicycles and motor

Chapter 2·1
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vehicles on arterial and collector streets (urban or
rural bicycle lanes) or separate rural bicycle paths.

2.3 Children Bicyclists These are pre-teen riders whose roadway use is
initially monitored by parents. They and their parents
prefer the following: (a) access to key destinations
surrounding residential areas. including schools.
recreation facilities. shopping. etc.; (b) residential
streets with low motor vehicle speed limits and
volumes; (c) well-defined separation of bicycles and
motor vehicles on arterial and collector streets or
separate bicycle facilities.

Selecting Roadway Design Treatments to Accommodate Bicycles. U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration. Publication
No. FHWA·RD-92'{)73. January 1994.

Chapter 2-2
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CHAPTER THREE
BICYCLE FACILmES CLASSIFICATIONS

The following presents a brief description of the major types of bicycle facilities and the
characteristics attributable to each:

3.1 SNred Roadwlyo Shared roadways are highway sections with a
right lane of at least 12 feet (3.7 m). Wide
curb lanes, that is a right lane wider than 12
feet (3.7 m), are also considered shared
roadways. This type of facility can accommodate
shared bicycle/motor vehide use without reducing
the motor vehicle capacity of the roadway. Because
of the low volume of motor vehicle traffic. most of the
county highways and neighbortlood streets are
currently suitable for bicycling with no additional
mprovements necessary. In order to be most
effective, these types of facilities should be signed to
instruct the motor vehicle driver and the bicyclist to
share the road.

In rural settings. shared roadways are generally
preferred by advanced bicyclists because they are
better maintained than rural bicycle lanes.

Figure 3.1 Shared ROldway Flcility in MiWord. lowl
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3.2 Bicycle Lanes Urban bicycle lanes are included as a portion of a
roadway which has been designated by striping.
signing and pavement markings for the exclusive use
of bicyclists. Urban bicycle lane delineation is
intended to promote the orderly flow of traffic by
denoting specific areas reserved for bicycles and
motor vehicles. This effect is supported by signs and
pavement markings. Urban bicycle lanes should
always be one-way facilities and carry traffic in the
same direction as adjacent motor vehicle traffic.
They work best on roadways without on-street
parking.

-
Figure 3.2 Urban Bicycle lane Facility in Ama•• Iowa

Rural bicycle lane facilities are paved shoulders
placed on the portion of the roadway outside the
edges of the motor vehicle travel way (or back of
curb) and extending to the top of foreslopes. Rural
bicycle lanes can be designated as bicycle facilities
where the outside travel lane is narrow, where sight
distance is restricted. and on highways with long.
steep grades.

In rural settings. rural bicycle lanes will not be readily
used by all bicyclists because of the accumulation of
gravel and road debris. Advanced bicyclists may
continue to use motor vehicle lanes where rural
bicycle lanes are rough or not clean.

Chapter 3-2
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Figure 3.3 Rural Bicycle Lane Facility in Huxley, lowe

3.3 Bicycle Paths Urban bicycle paths are adjacent to. and normally
within. the roadway right of way but separate from
motor vehicle traffic. Bicyclists are provided a
separate path. with the exceptions of motor vehicles
turning into or out of driveways, and it regularly
crosses intersecting streets.

Figure 3.4 Urban Bicycle Path Facility in Des Moines. Iowa

Chapter 3-3
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Rural bicycle path facilities are designed for the
shared use of bicycles and pedestrians and are
completely separate from motor vehicle traffic. This
type of bicycle facility can also occur in urban
settings. where the right of way is available and the
circumstances justify it Street crossings are kept to
a minimum or are avoided through the use of over- or
underpasses. Rural bicycle path facilities will occur
most often in open spaces. parks. abandoned railroad
rights of ways. river and canal banks. and newly
planned developments. Rural bicycle paths should be
used to access corridors not served by streets and
highways. or where right of way exists. permitting
such facilities to be constructed away from the
influence of parallel streets.

Rgure 3.5 Rural Bicycle Peth Facility In Waterloo. Iowa

Chapter 3-4
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CHAPTER FOUR
BICYCl£ FACILmES LOCATIONAI. CRITERIA

Over the years Iowa has built a network of streets and highways to carry motor vehicles
throughout the state. Existing streets and highways are also the most economical and
efficient way to accommodate bicycle traffIC. However. these roadways are not always
convenient and safe for bicyclists.

According to the Motor Vehicle Code of Iowa. a person operating a bicycle on the roadwey
is granted all rights and is subject to all requirements applab5e to the driver of a motorized
vehicle in that they are required to obey the rules of the road. Therefore. all roads and
atreets are available for bicycle usage unless specifically prohibited (Le.• mterstate).

The following locational criteria can be utilized to identify 8 subset of these streets and
highways. plus off·th8-foad facilities. that will be given special status when considering
bicycle and pedestrian needs. That is. these criteria can be used to designate a network.
which will foster. enhance and provide safe bicycle and pedestrian travel.

The factors to be considered in choosing the property designated route for bicycle facilities
vary. depending on the situation. Theselocational criteria are not absolutes; they vary in
type and importance for each facility. Typically. the following criteria should be used to first
identify a general bicycle corridor. then to locate the facility alignment within that corridor.
and finally to choose the desired facility type. The following k>cational criteria should aid in
determining the most applicable bicycle facility for the appropriate location.

4.1 Potential Use The facility should be ~tedalong a route where
bicycle and pedestrian usage can be maximiZed. Key
trip origins and destinations from traff.c generators
are located where a significant number of bicycle and
pedestrian trips start. or may potentially start (origin)
and locations which may draw a significant number
of bicyclists and pedestrians (destinations). The
following factors should be examined to identify
origins and destinations of trips.

Areawide household distribution (single
family subdivisions and multi-family housing
complexes).

location of major employment centers.

location of major commercial areas and
shopping centers.

Location of educational institutions.

Chlptflr 4-1
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Location of intermodal transfer facilities (e.g .•
end points of transit system and major
transfer points).

location of parks and recreational areas.

Location of public facilines (e.g. libraries.
museums. municipal buildings. airports.
churches. and cementaries. among others).

Potential shared usage of the facilities by
rollerbladers. strollers. disabled. and joggers.
among others.

Access in and out of the communities to rural
areas.

Location of existing bicycle and pedestrian
facilities end points.

4.2

4.3

Available Space

Acce.,ibility

Minimum bicycle and pedestrian facilities width
requirements. as well as horizontal and vertical
clearance requirements. must be analyzed in
selecting potential routes. Spatial needs vary m
relation to the type of facility being developed and
proximity of the route to motor vehicle traffic lanes.

Accessibility is measured by the distance a facility is
from a specified trip origin or destination. and the
extent to which all likely origins and destinations are
served. Residential areas. parks and recreational
areas should have access to bicycle and pedestrian
facilities within 1/2 mile (0.81 km);where
educational institutions. commercial areas. shopping
centers. and employment concentrations should
have bicycle and pedestrian facilities access originate
or end at their property. The more frequent and
convenient the access point the more the facility will
be used.

Chapter 4·2
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Figure 4.1 Accessibility to an urban bicycle path in Waterloo. Iowa

4.4

4.5

Directness

Continuity

Delay and inconvenience can have a substantial
impact on the facility utilization. Ideally. bicycle and
pedestrian facilities should not increase the travel
distance or trip time for the user. The facility should
be designed to provide the most direct route possible
from traffic generators within the community to
residential neighborhoods.

Whether a bicycle or pedestrian facility is part of an
area-wide network or a set of single noncontinuous
routes. the route should have as few missing links as
possible. If gaps exist they should avoid conflicting
traffic environments such as high-volume or high
speed motor vehicle traffic routes with narrow
outside lanes (for bicyclists) or no sidewalks (for
pedestrians).

..>
Figur. 4.2 Exampl. of bicycl. facility continuity in Davenport. Iowa

Chapter 4·3
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4.8

4.7

Use Conflict

InterJectiON end
Croslingl

Different types of facilities introduce different types
of conflicts. Shared roadway facilities can involve
conflicts between bicyclists and motor vehicles.
Urban and rural bicycle lanes. and urban and rural
bicycle path faciliti. usually involve conflicts with
other bicycles (e.g..slower. older or younger users).
with pedestrians on the facility. and with motor
vehicles at street intersections. curb cuts and
drrveways. Conflict points exist whenever bicycles/
pedestrians cross motor vehicle traffic streams
without the benefit of traffic signal control or motor
vehiclejbicycle separation. The total number of such
conflict points can be a useful measure in the
evaluation of bicycle/pedestrian alternatives and the
location of facilities through intersections.

In accordance with this criterion. the following is
recommended:

The location of two-way urban bicycle lane
facilities immediately adjacent to a roadway
should be discouraged.

A strategy should be developed to reduce
conflict between bicyclists and pedestrians
within the same facility.

Each intersection should be examined as a specific
case. The solution that provides the safest. most
efficient movement of bicyclists. motorists and
pedestrians should be selected.

Intersections are by nature places of more intense
activity and conflict than other points on a street
network. At intersections. potential conflicts
increase since there is competition for the use of
intersection space by the pedestrian. bicyclist. and
motorist. Grade separated intersections can be
justified where there is adequate bicycle. pedestrian
and motor vehicle traffic.

Chapter 4-4
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Figure 4.3 Example of In adequate intersection in Davenport Iowa

Many suburban intersections are difficult or
inconvenient to cross because of their configuration.
signal phasing and timing problems. The difficulty of
crossing wide. heavily traffic arterial and collector
streets is perhaps the most common problem
perceived for bicycle and pedestrian travel in
suburban areas. Traffic signals are less frequent in
suburban intersections than in downtown
intersections. requiring bicycles and pedestrians to
cross the street using their own judgement of
adequate gaps in traffic. Additional signals are only
rarely warranted because of the low pedestrian
volumes in most places. Undivided highways.
including those with two-way left-turn lanes pose
particularly difficult crossing conflicts.

4.7.1 Motor VehiclEtBievcle left-Turn Conflicts: left·
turning vehicle conflicts often occur because a
bicycle has low visibility and is often not observed
after the motor vehicle starts making the left turning
movement This is particularly true at high-volume
intersections where bicycle visibility is further
shielded by Qued motor vehicles. lefHum conflicts
are measured by the turning traffic volume. opposing
through traffic volume. and the type of intersection
control. Intersections with separate left-turn phase
signalization present less hazard and should be highly
rated. Signalized intersections without separate
phasing should be rated on the basis of turning
volume and opposing traffic volume. as should major
unsignalized intersections and driveways on major
arterials. Other locations present minimal lett-tum
conflicts.

4.7.2 Motor Vehicle-Bicycle Aight·Turn Conflicts: The

Chapter 4-5
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4.7.2 MQtQr Vehicle-Bicycle Right·Tum Conflicts: The
hazards inherent in the conflicts between bicyclists
and righHurning traffic are primarily caused by the
geometric design of the intersection or driveway
invotved. An unchannelized intersection presents
relatively minor prQblems fQr bicyclists; a dQuble-t'ight
turn lane presents more hazards. In rating
alternatives for this condition. it is not necessary to
evaluate all right turning possibilities along a route;
only major volume locatiQns and problem areas
should be investigated.

4.7.3 Crossing Conflicts: Signalized intersections are
the mQst positive means of dealing with crossing
intersections and should therefore be highly rated for
safety.

Any location which controls crossing motor vehicles
by STOP signs is also relatively safe. However.
locations where STOP or YIELD signs control the
bicycle or pedestrian facility are mQre hazardQus.
since this situation implies a higher level Qf motQr
vehicle crQSS traffic. The hazard at these locations is
caused both by the volume and the width of the cross
street. They can best be evaluated by an on-$ite
engineering traffic analysis of the gaps in crossing
traffic at travel times when bicycling is expected.

4.8

4.9

On-Street Parking

Truck and Bus Traffic

The presence of on-street motor vehicle parking
increases the width needed in the adjacent travel
lane to accommodate bicycles. The density Qf on
street parking can affect the safety of bicyclists from
opening motor vehicle doors and motor vehicles
entering or leaving parking spaces. If possible. rQutes
should be selected where on-street parking usage is
light or where Qn-street parking can be prohibited.

The aerodynamic effect height length and width of
high speed trucks. buses and trailers can cause safety
problems for shared roadways. urban bicycle lanes.
rural bicycle lanes and urban bicycle paths.

Therefore. total truck and bus volume characteristics
Qf the traffic should be considered.

Buses in transit operations tend to alternate between
periods of movement at higher speeds (than bicycles)

Chapter 4-6
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As 8 result either of two undesirable conditions are
apt to occur where bicycles travel on streets along
bus routes (whether or not urban bicycle lane
facilities are provided). One condition is
·Ieapfrogging~ where the bicycle moves to the left
(out of the urban bicycle lane facility, if one is present)
to pass 8 bus stopped at a load point only to be in
tum overtaken by the bus at midblock.. The sequence
of passing and repassing can continue with the
bicycle making potentially dangerous movements
into the traffic stream with each passage of the
stopped bus. But many .times the '"leapfrogging'"
condition degenerates to a ·catchup-pullout·
sequence. In this condition the bicycle catches up
with the bus just as boarding or discharge of
passengers is completed. repeating the situation
block after block. More serious from a safety
standpoint is the case in which the bicycle initiates a
passing maneuver 8S the bus pulls out

Because of this problem. it is inadvisable to locate
urban bicycle lane facilities on roadways with low
headway bus operations if suitable alternatives are
available. On streets with moderate to long headway
bus services (perhaps 20 minutes or more), this
problem is lesser a concern and can be regarded as a
low priority consideration.

4.10 Motor Vehicle Traffic
Volume end Speed Traffic volumes and speeds must be considered.

along with the roadway width. frequency of
intersection. number of driveways. and signals.

The following thresholds specify suggested
treatments for urban and rural locations by bicycle
facility classification and by type of bicyclists for
various speed and traffic volumes.

Motor Vehicle Under 3.500 AAOT

Chlptsr 4·7
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(motor vehicle) (motor vehicle) (motor vehicle)

20 t025 mph
(32 to 40 km/h) Shared roadway Shared roadway

30to 45 mph
(48 to 72 km/h) Shared roadway Shared roadway

50to 55 mph
(81 to 86 km/h) Urban bicycle lane Urban bicycle path

T.bl. 4.1 Urban Bicycle Facilities Treatments for Advanced Bicyclim by Traffic
Volume and Speed

Motor Vehicle Under 3.500 MDT Over 3.500 MDT
Posted Speed (motor vehicle) (motor vehicle)

20 to 25 mph
(32 to 40 km/h) Shared roadway Urban bicycle lane

30 to 45 mph
(48 to 72 km/h) Urban bicycle lane Urban bicycle lane

50to 55 mph
(81 to 86 km/h) Urban bicycle lane Urban bicycle path

Table 4.2 Urban Bicycle Facilities Treatments for Basic Bicyclists and Children by
Traffic Volume and Speed

Motor Vehicle
Posted Speed

Under 1.500 MDT
(motor vehicle)

Over 1.500 MDT
(motor vehicle)

20to 25 mph
(32 to 40 km/h)

30to 45 mph
(48 to 72 km/h)

50 to 55 mph
(81 to 86 km/h)

Shared roadway

Shared roadway

Rural bicycle lane

Shared roadway

Shared roadway

Rural bicycle lane

Table 4.3 Rural Bicycle Facilities Treatments for Advanced Bicyclists by Traffic Volume
end Speed
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Motor VohIcIe Und... 1.600 AADT OYer 1.600 AADT
-Speed (motor vehicle) (motor vehicle)

20to 25 mph
(32 to 40 km/h) Shared roadway Rural bicycle lane

3Ot045 mph
(48 to 72 km/h) Rural bicycle lane Rural bicycle lane

50to 55 mph
(81 to 86 km/h) Rural bicycle lane Rural bicyde path

Teble 4.4 Rurl' Bicycle Flelliti. Treotmento for Belle Bicyclloto Ind Children by TrefflC
Volume end Speed

4.1 1 Berrien A barrier blocks access to bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. Examples include freeways. rivers. canals.
railroads. parking lots. intersections. dead-end streets
and bridges. A barrier may be continuous or it may
be broken in a few places: for instance. overpasses
across 8 freeway.

Certain natural and human~ade features of the
landscape form barriers that prohibit bicycle or
pedestrian passage or make such passage unsafe
and/or inconvenient The absence of safe and
convenient means for bk:yclists to overcome these
barriers will curtail bicycle travel and can encourage
unsafe bicyclists' behavior.

During the network identification process. existing
and potential barriers should be identified. In
developed areas. barrier crossings should be
provided no further that one mile apart. Proper
planning can prevent development which creates
barriers to future bicycle and pedestrian US8S.

Ch8pter 4·9
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Figure 4.4 Example of a barrier crossing in Davenport Iowa

4.12 Sight Distance Adequate sight distances at intersections should be
maintained by proper setback requirements. Motor
vehicles must be given sufficient time to effectively
respond to the presence of bicyclists and pedestrians
approaching the intersection. At crossing locations
not protected by signal control, pedestrians and
bicyclists must be given adequate opportunity to
perceive gaps in the motor vehicle traffic stream for
safe passage. This mutual awareness is necessary to
the safe operation of an intersection. Careful
anention must be given to the restriction on sight
distances caused by horizontal and vertical curvature
and structural elements of the interchanges (e.g.,
bridge components, guardrail and landscaping).
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CHAPTeR FIVE
BICYCLE FACILmES DESIGN CONSIDERATlONS'

The purpose of this chapter is to assist MPOs and RPAs with the necessary design
considerations that might affect the location of bicyde facilities. One of the most influential
determinations of bicycle facility locations is feasibility of desirable design; consequently,
the locational process presented in the previous chapter is interdependent with the design
process. The ultimate design characteristics of bicycle facilities are generally determined by
location recommendations. The Bicycle Facilities Network Identification Handbook utilizes
a different bicycle facilities terminology; please refer to Figure 6.1 for a summary of the
differences between the Handbook bicycle facilities terminology and the terminology
utilized by AASHTO.

There is a wide range of roadway improvements which can enhance and encourage
bicyclists' safety. Improvements C8n be simplfit and involve minimal design consideration
(e.g.. changing drainage grate inlets) or they can involve a detailed design (e.g.. providing a
fUral bicycle path). The controlfing feature of the design of every bicycle facility is its
location (i.e.. whether it is on the roadway or on an independent alignment). Roadway
improvements, such as urban bicycle lanes depend on the roadway's design. On the other
hand, rural bicycle paths are located on independent alignments: consequently, their design
depends on many factors. including the performance C8pabilities of the bicyclists and the
bicycle.

Design consideration are presented in this chapter to assist in the identification of roadway
improvements and off-thEH'oad bicycle facilities. Modifications to facilities (e.g.. widths.
curve radii. super-elevations to facilities, etc.) that are necessary to accommodate adult
tn'cycles, bicycle trailers and otherspecial purpose human powered vehicles and
accessories should be made in accordance with expected use, using sound engineering
judgement.

5.1 Roadway Improvements To varying extents. bicycles wiJI be ridden on all
highways where they are permitted. AJI new
highways, except those where bicyclists wiJl be
legally prohibited, should be designedand
constructed under the assumption that they will be
used by bicyclists. Bicycle-safe design practices
should be followed to avoid the necessity for costly
subsequent improvements. Because most highways
have not been designed with bicyc/e travel in mind.
there are often many ways in which roadways should
be improved to more safely accommodate bicycle
traffic. Roadway conditions should be examined and,
where necessary, safe drainage grates and railroad
crossings. smooth pavements, and signals
responsive to bicycles should be provided. In
addition. the desirability ofadding facilities such as
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Bicycle Facilities Classifications

Handbook AASHTO

I

Shored Raadways__==:::=::::========Shared Roadways

- Wide Curb Lone

Bicyde Lanes

Urbonn ==========-_-===========- Paved Shoulder
Rural- _ Bicycle Lanes

Bicycle Paths

Urbon.~==========-_ Bicycle Paths
Rural

Figure 5.1 Bicycle Facilities Classifications
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urban bicycle Janes and rural bit;ycle lanes shouldbe
consider9d. Information on each of the different
roadway improvements is contained in this section.

5.1.1 Drainage Grates: Street storm water drainage
grate inlets and utility covers are potential problems
to bicyclists.

Parallel bar drainage grate inlets can trap the front
wheel ofa bicycle causing loss ofsteering control
and. ohen. the barspacing is such that they allow
naffOw bicycle wheels to drop into the grates.
resulting in serious damage to the bicycle wheel and
frame and/or injury to the bicyclists. These grates
should be replaced with bicycllHBfe and hydraulically
efficient ones. When this is not immediately possible.
consideration should be given to welding steel cross
straps or bars perpendicular to the parallel bars to
provide a maximum safe opening between straps.
This should be considered a temporary correction.

Vv'hile identifying a grate with a pavement marking
would be acceptable in some siruations2. parallel bar
grate inlets deserve special attention. Because of the
serious consequences ofa bicycle missing the
pavement marking in the dark or being forced over
such a grate by other traffic. these grates should be
physically corrected as soon as practicable aher they
are identified.

When a new roadway is designed. all such grates and
covers should be kept out of bicyclists' expected
path. On new construction. curb inlets should be
used wherever possible to completely eliminate
exposure of bicyclists to grate inlets. Grates and
utility covers should be flush with the surface.
including after a roadway is resurfaced.

5.1.2 Railroad Crossings: Railroad~ighwaygrade

crossings should ideally be at a right angle to the rails.
The greater the crossing deviatBS from this ideal
crossing angle. the greater is the potential for B

bicyclists's front wheel to be trapped in the
flangewayor to slip on the rail. causing loss of
steering control. It is also imponant that the roadway
approach be at the same elevation as the rails.

Consideration should be given to the materials of the
crossing surface and to the flangeway depth and
width. "the crossing angle is less that approximately
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45 degrees. consideration should be riven to
widening the shared roadway. rural bicycle lane or
urban bicycle lane to allow bicyclists adequate room
to cross the tracks at a right angle. Where this is not
possible. commercially available compressible
f1angeway fillers can enhance bicyclists safety. In
some cases. abandoned tracks can be removed.
Warning signs and pavement markings should be
installed in accordance with the MUTeD.

5,1.3 Pavement Surface Conditions: Pavement
surface irregularities can do more than cause an
unpleasant ride. Gaps between pavement slabs or
drop-offs at overlays parallel to the direction of travel
can trap a bicycle wheel and cause loss of control.
Holes and bumps can cause bicyclists to swerve into
the path ofmotor vehicle traffic. To the extent
practicable. pavement surfaces should be free of
irregularities and the edge of the pavement should be
uniform in width. On older pavement it may be
necessary to fill joints. adjust utility covers or. in
extreme cases. overlay the pavement to make it
suitable for bicycling.

5.1.4 Traffic Control Devices: At intersections where
bicycle traffic exists or is anticipated. bicycles should
be considered in the timing of the traffic signal cycle.
as well as the traffic detection device. Normally. a
bicyclist can cross an intersection under the same
signal phasing arrangements as motor vehicles:
however. on multHane streets special considerations
should be given to ensure that shan clearance
intervals are not used. If necessary. an all-red
clearance interval may be used to allow bicyclists to
clear the intersection before alternate direction traffic
is given the green light

To check the clearance interval. a bicyclist's speed of
10 mph (16 km/h) and a perception/ reaction/
braking time of 2.5 seconds is recommended.
Detectors for traffio-actuated signals should be
sensitive to bicycles and should be located in the
bicyclist's expected path, including leh turn lanes.
When selecting traffic loop detectors. keep in mind
that many bicycles have aluminum or non~etal
frames and may be difficult to detect. In some
situations. the use ofpedestrian actuated buttons
may be a preferred alternative to the use of detectors
provided they do not require bicyclists to dismount or
make unsafe leaning movements. VVhere
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programmed visibility signal heads are used. they
should be checked to ensure that they are visible to
bicyclists who are properly positioned on the road.

The MUTCD should be consulted for guidancs on
siQns andpavement markings. VlIhere bicyclists am
expected to use different routings than motorists.
directional signing should be used to confirm to
bicyclists that the special routing leads to their
destination.

6.2

6.3

Sharo<! Roadways

Urben Bicycle Lane

In general. a traffic lane width of 14 feet (4.3 m) of
usable width is desirable. Usable width would
normally be from curb face to lane stripe. or from
edge line to lane stripe. but adjustments need to be
made for drainage grates. motor vehicle parking. and
longitudinal ridges between pavement and gutter
sections. Widths greater than 14 feet (4.3 m) may
encourage the undesirable operation of two motor
vehicles in one lane. especially in urban areas. and
consideration should be given to striping as a bicycle
lane with when wider widths exist

In rural settings. advanced bicyclists prefer shared
roadways over rural bicycle lanes since the shared
roadways tend to be clean of roadway debris and
gravel.

Restriping to provide shared roadways may also be
considered on some existing multi-lane facilities by
marking the remaining travel lanes and left turn lanes
naffower. This should only be performed after careful
review of traffic characteristics along the corridor.

Urban bicycle lanes should always be one-way
facilities and carry traffic in the same direction as
adjacent motor vehicle traffic. Two-wayurban
bicycle lanes on one side of the roadway arB
unacceptable because they promote n'ding against
the flow of motor vehicle traffic. Wrong-way riding is
a major cause of bicycle accidents and violates the
Rules of the Road stated in the Uniform Vehicle
Code'. Urban bicycle lanes on one-way streets
should be on the right side of the street except in
Breas where urban bicycle lane on the left side of the
street will decrease the number ofconflicts (e.g.•
those caused by heavy bus traffic).
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Adequate pavement surface. bicycle-safe grate inlets.
safe railroad crossings and traffic signals responsive
to bicycles should always be provided on roadways
where bicycle lanes are being designated. Raised
pavement markings and raised barriers can cause
steering difficulties for bicyclists and should not be
used to delineate urban bicycle lanes.

5.3.1 Urban Bicycle Lanes Width: Under ideal
conditions. the minimum urban bicycle lane width is
5 feet (1.5 m). However. certain conditions dictate
additional desirable urban bicycle lane width. To
examine the width requirements for urban bicycle
lanes, Figure 5.2 shows three usual locations for such
facilities in relation to the roadway. Figure 5.2(a)
depicts urban bicycle lanes on an urban curbed street
where 8 parking lane is provided. The desirable urban
bicyc/e lane width for this location is 6 feet (1.8 m).
Urban bicycle lanes should always be placed
between the parking lane and the motor vehicle
lanes. Urban bicycle lanes between the curb and the
parking lane can create obstacles for bicyc/ists from
opening motor vehicle doors and poor wsibility at
intersections and driveways. and they prohibit
bicyclists from making leh tums. Therefore this
placement should not be considered.

Vv'here parking is permitted but a parking lane is not
provided. the combination lane. intended for both
motor vehicle parking and bicycle use, should be a
minimum of 12 feet (3. 7 m) wide. However, if it ;s
likely the combination lane will be used as an
additional motor vehicle lane, it is preferable to
designate separate parking and urban bicycle lanes
as shown in 5.2(a). In both instances. ifparking
volume is substantial or turnover is high. an additional
1or 2 feet (0.3 or 0.6 m) ofwidrh is desirable for safe
bicycle operation.

Figure 5.2(b) depicts urban bicycle lanes along the
outer portions ofan urban curbed street where
parking is prohibited.

Bicy.clists do not generally ride near a curb because of
the possibility ofdebris, hitting a pedal on the curb. an
uneven longitudinal joint ora steeper cross slope.
Urban bicycle lanes in this location should have a
minimum width of 6 feet (1.8 m) from the curb face.
lf the longitudinal joint between the gutter pan and
the roadway surface is uneven and faJls within 6 feet
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(1.8 m) of the curb face. a minimum of5 feet (1.5 m)
should be provided between the joint and the motor
vehicle lanes.

Figure 5.2(c) depicts urban bicycle lanes on a
highway without curb or gutter. Urban bicycle lanes
should be located between the motor vehicle lanes
and the roadway shoulder. Urban bicycle lanes may
have a minimum width of5 feet (1.5 m). where the
shoulder can provide additional maneuvering width.
A width of6 feet (1.8 m) is preferable: additional
widths are desirable where substantial truck traffic is
present or where vehicle speeds exceed 35 mph (55
kmlh).

(OJ CURBED STREET WITH PARlONG
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Figure 6.2 (a. b. c) Typical Urban Bicycle lane Cross
Section

5,3.2 Intersections with Urban Bicvcle Lanes: Urban
bicycle lanes tend to complicate both the bicycle and
motor vehicle turning movements at intersections.
Because they encourage bicyclists to keep to the
right and motorists to keep to the left both operators
are somewhat discouraged from merging in advance
of turns. Thus. some bicyclists will begin left turns
from the right side urban bicycle lane and some
motorists will begin right turns from the left of the
urban bicycle lane. Both maneuvers are contrary to
established rules of the road and result in conflicts.
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At intersections. bicyclists proceeding straight
through and motorists tuming right must cross paths.
Striping and signing configurations which encourage
these crossings in advance o( the intersection. in B

merging fashion. are preferable to those that force
the crossings in the immediate vicinity of the
intersection. To a lesser extent the same is true for
leh tuming bicyclists: howtJver. in this maneuver.
most vehicle codes allow the bicyclists the option of
making either a ·vehicular style"/eh tum (where the
bicyclists merge leftward to the same lane used for
motor vehicle leh turns) or B "pedestrian sty/s"left
tum (where the bicyclists proceed straight through
the intersection. turn left at the far side. then proceed
across the intersection again on the cross street).

Figure 5.3 presents examples of details on pavement
markings for urban bicycle lanes approaching
motorists right·tum-only lanes. Where there are
numerous lefHuming bicyclists. a separate turning
lane. as indicated in the MUTeD. should be
considered. The design of urban bicycle lanes should
also inc/ude appropriate signing at intersections to
reduce the number of conflicts. General guidance for
pavement marking ofurban bicycle lanes is
contained in the MUTeD.

Adequate pavement surface. bicycle-safe grate inlets.
safe railroad crossings. and traffic signals responsive
to bicycles should always be provided on roadways
where urban bicycle lanes are being designated.
Raised pavement markings and raised barriers can
cause steering difficulties for bicyclists and should
not be used to delineate urban bicycle lanes.
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6.4 Rural Bicycle Lana Vv'here it is intended that bicyclists ride on rural
bicycle lanes. a smooth paved facility should be
provided and maintained. Pavement edge Jines
supplement surface texture in delineating the
shoulder (rom the motor vehicle lanes. Rumble strips
can be a deterrent on rural bicycle lanes.

Adding or improving rural bicycle lanes can often be
the best way to accommodate basic and children
bicyclists in rural areas. and they are also a beneficial
to motor vehicle traffic. When funding is limited.
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adding or improving shoulders on uphill sections first
will give slowmoving bicyclists needed maneuvering
space and decrease conflicts with faster moving
motor vehicle traffic.

6.4.1 Rural BievcJe lanes Width: The width ofa rural
bicycle lane should be a minimum of 4 feet (1.2 m)
when intended to accommodate bicycle travel.
Roads with shoulders less than 4 feet (7.2 m) wide
normallyshould not be signed 8S rural bicycle lanes.
Ifmotor vehicle speeds exceed 35 mph (55 km/h). if
the percentage of trucks. buses and recreational
vehiCles is high. or if stafic obstructions exist at the
right side. additional width is desirable.

6.6 Urban Bicycle Paths Urban bicycle paths should be thoughtofas
extensions of the hiahway systems that are intended
for the preferential use of bicycles in much the same
way as freeways are intended for the exclusive or
preferential use of motor vehicles.

There are many similadties between the design
cdteda for urban bicycle paths and those for
highways (e.g.. in determining horizontalalignment
sight distance requirements. signing andpavement
markings). On the other hand. some cdteria (e.g..
horizontal and vertical clearance requirements.
arades and pavement structure) are dictated by
operating charactedstics ofbicycles that are
substantially different from those ofmotor vehicles.

5.5.1 Width and Clearance: The paved width and the
operating width required for an urban bicycle path are
primary design considerations. Figure 5.4 depicts an
urban bicycle path on a separate right of way. Under
most conditions. 8 recommended elf paved width for
a twcxfirectiona/urban bicycle path is 10 feet (3 m).
In some instances, however, a minimum of8 feet
(2.4 m) can be adequate. This minimum shOUld be
used only where the following conditions prevail: 1)
bicycle traffic is expected to be low. even on peak
days or dudng peak hours; 2) there wilf be good
horizontal and vertical alignmentproviding safe and
frequent passing opportunities; 3) there will be liNle
use by pedestrians; 4) the facility will not be subject
to maintenance vehicle loading conditions that would
cause pavement edge damage. Under certain
conditions it may be necessary or desirable to
increase the width ofan urban bicycle path to 12 feet
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13.7 m): due to: 1)substantial bicycla volume: 2)
shared use with joggers and otherpedestrians: 3) use
by large maintenance vehides; 4) steep grades: and
5) where bicyclists will be likely to ride two abreast.

BICYCLE PATH ON SEPARATED
RIGHT-OF-WAY

Figure 6.4 Urban Bicycle P.1I1 Crou Section

The minimum width ofa one-directional urban
bicycle path is 5 feel (1.5 mI. It should be
recognized. however. that one-way urban bicycl8
paths ohen will be used as two-way facilities unless
effective measures are taken to ensure one-way
operation. Without such enforcement it should be
assumed that urban bicycle paths will be used as
two-way facilities and designed accordingly.

A minimum ofa 2-foot (0.6 m) width graded Brea
should be maintained adjacent to both sides of the
pavement; however, 3 feet (0.9 m) or more is
desirable to provide clearance from trees. poles.
walls. fences. guardrail or their lateral obstructions. A
wider graded area on either side of the urban bicycJe
path can serve as a separate jogging path.

A wide separation between an urban bicycle path
and adjacent highway is desirable to confirm to both
the bicyclist and the motorist that the urban bicycle
path functions as an independent highway for
bicycles. When this is not possible and the distance
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NtwHn tIHt edge of the roadway and urban bicycle
path is less than 5 feet (1.5 mJ. a suitable physical
divider may be considered. Such dividers serve to
prevent bicyclist5 from making unwanted
movement5 between the bicycle facility and 1M
highway shoulder and to reinforce the concept that
the urban bicycle path is an independent facility.
lo'Yhere used. the divider should be II minimum of4.6
feet (1.4 m) high, to prevent bicyclists from toppling
over it and it ,houJdbe designed so it does not
become an obstTuCtion in itself.

5.5.2 Intersections: Intersectioru with roadways are
important considerations in urban bicycle path
design. "alternate locations for an urban bicycle
path are available. the one w;th the most favorable
intersection conditions should be seJected. For
crossing of freeways and otherhigfl..speed. higlr
volume anerials. a grade separation structure may be
the only possible orpractical treatment. Unless
bicycles are prohibited from the crossing highway.
providing for turning movements must be
considered. In most cases, however. the cost ofa
grade separation will be prohibitive.

When intersections occur at grade. a major
consideration is the establishment of right of way.
The type of traffic control to be used (signal. stop
sign. yield sign. etc.). and location. should be provided
in accordance w;th the MUTeD.

Sign type. size and location should also be in
accordance with the MUTeD. Care should be taken
to ensure that urban bicycle path signs are located so
that motorists are not confused by them and that
roadway signs are placed so that bicyclists are not
confused by them.

It is preferable that the crossing ofan urban bicycle
path and a highway be at a location away from the
influence of intersections w;th other highways.
Controlling vehicle movements at such intersections
is more easily andsafely accomplished through the
application ofstandard traffic control devices and
normal rules of the road. \lVhere physical constraints
prohibit such independent intersections. the
crossings may be at or adjacent to the pedestrian
crossing. Right of way should be assigned and sight
distance should be provided to minimize the potential
for conflict resulting from unconventional turning
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movements. At crossings of high volume. multi-lane
srterial highways where signals arB not warranted,
consideration should be given to providing a median
refuge arBa for bicycJisrs.

~sn urban bicycle paths terminate at existing
roads. it is imponanr to integrate the path into the
existing system of roadways. Care should be taken to
properly design the terminals to transition the traffic
into safe merging or diverging situation. Appropriate
signing is necessary to wam and direct both
bicyclists and motorists regarding these transition
.reas.

W'hen planning for urban bicycle paths, be aware that
if bicyclists are always required to yield. they may find
alternative routes ofdisobey traffIC signals.

Urban bicycle path intersections and approaches
should be on relatively flat grades. Stopping sight
distances at intersections should be checked and
adequate warning should be given to permit
bicyclists to stop before reaching the intersection.
especia//yon downgrades.

Ramps for curb cuts at intersections should be the
same width as the urban bicycle paths. Curb cuts
and ramps should provide II smooth transition
between the urban bicycle path and the roadway.

5.5.3 Bridges and Structures: An overpass.
underpass. sma// bridgs, drainags facility or facility on
a highway bridge may be necessary to provide
continuity to an urban bicycle path.

On new structures. the minimum clear width should
be the same as the approach paved lKban bicycle
path' and the desirable clear width should include the
minimum 2-1oot (0.6 m) wide clear areas.

Bridges designed exclusively for bicycle traffic may
be also designed for pedestrians. On al/ bridge decks.
special care should be taken to ensure that bicycle
safe expansion joints are used.

Where it is necessary to retrofit an urban bicycle path
onto an existing highway bridge. several alternatives
should be considered in light of what the geometries
of the bridge wi// aI/ow.
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One option is to carry the urban bicycle path across
the bridge on one side. This should be done where:
1) the bridge facility wiJ/ connect to an urban bicycJe
path at both ends; 2) sufficient width exists on that
side of the bridge can be obtained by widening or re
striping lanes: and 3) provisions are made to
physically separate bicycle traffic from motor vehicle
traffic.

A second option is to provide either wide curb lane or
urban bicycle lanes over the bridge. It may be
advisable where: 1) the urban bicycle path transitions
into urban or rural bicycle lanes at one end of the
bridge: and 2) sufficient width exists or can be
obtained by widening or r&Striping.

A third option is to use existing sidewalks as one-way
or nvo-way facilities. This may be advisable where: 1)
conflicts benveen bicyclists and pedestrians are
minimal; and 2) the existing sidewalks are adequately
wide. This option may be apply as a temporary
solution, but require planning for future
improvements.

Because of the large number of variables involved in
retrofiting bicycle facilities onto existing bridges, the
width to be provided is best determined by the
designer, on a case-by..case basis. aher thoroughly
considering all the variables.

5.5.5 Multi·Use: Providing an urban bicycle path in
the sidewalk is unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons.
Municipal ordinances prohibit bicycles on sidewalks
due to conflict with pedestrians.

Sidewalks are typically designed for pedestrian
speeds and maneuverabilities and are not safe for
higher~peedbicycle use. Conflicts are common
between pedestrians traveling at low speeds and
bicyclists, as are conflicts with fixed objects (e.g.
parking meters. utility poles, sign posts, bus benches,
trees, fire hydrants, mail boxes. etc.). Walkers.
joggers, skateboarders, and roller skaters can. and
ohelJ do, change their speed and direction almost
instantaneously, leaving bicycles insufficient time to
react to avoid collisions.

Similarly, pedestrians ohen have difficulty predicting
the direction an oncoming bicyclist will take. At
intersections, motorists are ohen not looking for
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bicyclists (who are traveling at hightlf$peeds than
pedestrians) entering the crosswalk area. panicularly
when motorists are making a tum. Sight distances i$
ohen impaired by buildings. walls. fences and shrubs
along sidewalks, especially at driveways.

Bicyclists riding on sidewa/b can be expected in
residential areas with young children. With lower
bicycle speeds and lower motor vehide speeds.
potential conflicts Bre somewhat lessened. but stiR
exist It is inappropriate to sign a sidewalk as an
urban bicyc/e path if to do so would prohibff bicyclisrs
from using an alternate facility that mightbetter
serve their needs.

It is important to recognize that the development of
extremely wide sidewalks does not necessarily add to
the safety ofsidewalk bieycle travel. Wide sidewalJcs
encourage higher-speed bicycle use and can increase
potentia' for conflicts with motor vehicles at
intersections. as well as with pedestrians and fixed
objecrs.

It is also undesirable and unsafe to mix mopeds and
bicycles on the same facility.

6.6 Rural Bicycle Paths" Rural bicycle paths are typically on exclusive rights of
way and with minimal cross flow by motor vehicles.

5.6.1 Rural Bicycle Path Clearances: Perhaps the
most critical factor in developing safe and
comfortable bicycle facilities is the provision of
adequate clearance to a wide variety of potential
obstructions that may be found along 8 prospective
route. Guidelines for lateral and vertical clearance are
particularly important in view of the wide range of
riding proficiency that is found among riders.
Clearance consideration must include: (1) normal
bicycle maneuvering allowances; (2) lateral
clearances to static obstructions; (3) lateral
clearances to dynamic obstructions; and (4) vertical
clearances to overhead obstructions.

Minimum and desirable clearance guidelines for safe
and comfortable bicycle operation are indicated in
Table 5.1. Where possible. additional space should
be provided to permit passing within the bikeway and
to allow more adequate hazard avoidance.
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11KEWAY CLEARANCE GUIDEUNES

Type cI a-r.nc.

Meo...-WlgAlIowencM 1
• ~houtlideedge
-M~~I.~..ofdnction

LM.,.al OMlanceto su,tio: ObecNeticwu 2
- utilitypoMl.t-.hydrwwI.Mc.

-~"'wrb------- pa.1bd .....a.

LM"'alo.-.c-toDyn Ob~,

.moYing~

- pedestrian tmlic

......
1 foot - 6 inctlM

1"'"......
1 fool· 6 inches

1"'"3 f.-t. 6 inctlM

.....
3 ....

8 f.-t - 8 inctlM

",0<
2 f.-t - 6 inctlM

,....
1"'",....
1 "'"...............
.....

1 MNoewering allowances ,hoold be provided for by additional biQ_V QlYI!IWnt MIlth.•• ~jfied.

2 ~1Il'aI c:Ie~. e.n "~ for bytl1I:m additional bik_.V pa.wment width Q[ MPaf1ltion. h i,r~ th.It thIo..doI~be pr<McI«I for by IimpIe
din.nce MPIIl'Mion.. wtMno poIoIiba., for P<*I. trH', nx:k.. hydrant. and .imilar oq.,;ta.

Table 6.1 Rural Bicycle Path Clearance Guidelines

5.6.2 Rural Bicycle Path Width: Rural bicycle paths
should be 10 feet (3.1 m) wide if they are located on
an independent alignment This preferred dimension
is important because the rural bicycle path width will
allow tHo bicycles to pass with safety, whether they
be loaded with side pack panniers. pulling trailers or
free from burden, The 1G-foot (3.1 m) wide
dimension will also allow bicycle traffic to
comfortably pass pedestrian traffic using the rural
bicycle path. Deviations from the 1G-foot (3. 1 m)
width should take into consideration user volume. the
frequency of peak events and the percentage of
pedestrian users. Grass shoulders 1-foot 6-inches to
3-feet wide adjacent the rural bicycle path on either
side are also recommended. The shoulders provide a
recovery area. which is desirable if a user veers off
the facility. At a minimum, a 2-foot wide clear zone
free of obstructions should be maintained. Refer to
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Figure 6.5 Recommended Rural Bicycle Path Widths

The text in italics has been used verbatim by pe"rmission from the Guide
for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. Copyright 1991 by the
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials.

The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) is the national
standard for placement and selection of all traffic control devices on or
adjacent to atl highways open to public travel in accordance with Title 23.
U.S. Code. Sections 109-b. 109~ and 402-a.

The Uniform Vehicle Code is a standard vehicle code which can be utilized
by state governments in establishing a state vehicle code.

The following information has been abstracted from the Iowa Recreational
Trails Plan design section.
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CHAPTER SIX
BICYCLE FACILITIES NETWORK IDENTIFICATION PROCESS

Following is an outline of the process that can be used to identify the bicycle facilities
network for each MPO and RPA planning area. Although this process is based on the
transportation planning process. it has been modified to address bicycle facilities
characteristics.

It must be kept in mind that bicycle and pedestrian facilities planning must be conducted
with the idea of incorporating it into transportation planning of other modes and activities.
A bicycle and pedestrian facilities system plan needs to be compatible and able to function
with other transportation systems. Often an improvement for bicycle or pedestrian travel
can benefit other modes. Conversely. street and highway improvements. through
appropriate planning and design. can enhance bicycle and pedestrian travel.

Most significant traffic generators lie on or near major arterial or collector streets.
Therefore. bicycle and pedestrian travel should be accommodated on or near appropriate
arterial or collector streets. Some improvements to accommodate bicycle and pedestrian
facilities are necessary to ensure safe and efficient bicycle and pedestrian travel as some
arterial and collector streets are not suitable for bicycle and pedestrian travel. Therefore. in
those instances it is necessary to improve roadways parallel to major arterial and collectors
to serve the identified traffic generators. Due to the broad range of conditions of roadways
within a planning area. bicycle and pedestrian facilities should be planned and
accommodated on the best facilities that will provide access to the identified traffic
generators.

The bicycle facilities network identification process was developed as a cyclic and
interactive process. The process will indicate when selecting an alternative route whether a
candidate route will require major adjustment If such adjustments are required for a route.
it is advisable to consider repeating the sequence of steps with the new information gained
in the initial evaluation and identify alternative routes. The routes which require major
adjustments should be identified and signed to prohibit bicycle and pedestrian usage.

The bicycle and pedestrian facilities network identification process has been separated into
the following seven steps:

Seek public participation;

Develop plan's goals and objectives;

Inventory bicycle facilities and roadway system characteristic;

Identify travel desire lines:

Select alternative routes;

Evaluate selected alternative routes; and

• Prepare a bicycle facilities network map.
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6.1

6.2

6.3

Seek Public Participation

Develop Plan', Goala
Ind Objocti_

Inventory Bicycle
Facilities and
Roadway System
Characteristics

At the earliest phase of developing the bicycle
facilities network.. there must be a concerted effort
made to identify. seek and involve groups and
individuals who are concerned about current and
future bicycle travel.

The ISTEA places significant emphasis on public
outreach. and it is important to determine the valkJ
sentiments and opinions of citizens. as opposed to
only considering the opinions and judgement of
planning and engineering staffs or professional
advocacy organizations.·

The goal and objectives of a plan form the framework
for what actions are desired and what means are to
be used to accomplish them. Thus. the goals and
objectives may be viewed as bridging the gap
between existing deficiencies and the desired
ultimate circumstances. This is accomplished·by
considering the general needs derived from the
conditions which exist today. and reflecting them in
statements of more ~eal conditions.

In general. goals and objectives should address a
consensus of the planning area's general public and
bicycle and pedestrian facilities users. Therefore. the
success of preparing goals and objectives is heavily
dependent on effective participation by citizens.
public decision-makers and professional staff over
the duration of the planning process.

The inventory provides a description of a data base
that can be used in the evaluation of any existing
bicycle facilities and existing physical conditions of
roadways. It should consist of a graphic and text
listing of existing miles of each bicycle facility. its
name. the location of the facility. the type of facility
(classification), its width. surface type. nearby traffic
gan"erators. traffic volumes of adjacent intercepting
roadways. and any physical barriers near the facility.
This inventory should also include analysis of the data
as it relates to the physical conditions of roadways
and existing bicycle facilities.
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An inventory of existing roadway conditions is
needed to help evaluate the suitability of 8 roadway
for bicycle travel. The next step in the network
identification process is to inventory those roadways
that have been identif~ as prospective routes to
accommodate bicycle facilities. Data .hould be
initially collected on the average daily trafHc.
pavement width. the adjacent land use (commercial.
residential. mixeckJse. etc.). and the speed and
number of traffK: lanes. land usage along the
roadways will often provide a good indication of the
amount of potential side. friction that could be
expected.

6.4 Identify Travel Desire
Un.. By using a map of appropriate scale and detail'. an

overlay can be prepared which will facilitate the study
of bicycle and pedestrian facility corridors.
alternatives and traffic generator linkages as well as
other opportunities for bicycle and pedestrian travel.

On the map provided. plot major traffic generators to
identify corridors. Traffic generators are those origins
and destinations such as educational institutions.
commercial areas. shopping centers. wor!< places.
public facilities. recreational areas and parks. Then.
traffic generators should be connected to major
residential areas. Once trip originations and
destinations are marked on the map. draw 8 straight
line connecting them. In order to avoid a confusing
and unrealistic ·spiderweb- of routes. consideration
must be given to the various routes. For example.
connecting a residential area with a park is a
reasonable route. whereas connecting a park with an
industrial park is not likely to be reasonable. A bicycle
and pedestrian facility network showing all possible
combinations would simply not be practical.

In addition to the corridors marked. other
opportunities for bicycle travel should be identifted on
the overlay. Some examples of these include:
greenbelts. parks. utility rights of way. open space
areas and abandoned railroad rights of way.

Bicycle facility barriers should also be included in the
overlay as part of this exercise. Barriers can be
separated into two general types. One type is the
absolute obstacle to bicycle and pedestrian travel
such as rivers. streams. freeways or bridges. The
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other type is impediments such as busy unsignalized
intersections. railroad crossings. extremely steep
grades or incompatible land use. Whenever the
corridor conflicts with bicycling obstacles. alternate
corridors should be studied.

Bicycle accident locations should be investigated to
identify any physical obstructions which may
contribute to 8ccidents.

H8ving ploned the traff.c generators end the barriers.
panerns of travel potential can be effectively
screened over identified corridor opportunities. The
resulting bicycle and pedestrian facilities corridor
map(s) will give a strong indication of where
bicyclists will want to go. which is not necessarity
where they go presentty.

8.6

8.6

Select Alternetive
Routes

Evaluate the Selected
A1ternativa Roulol

Based on the lines you have drawn. identify corridors
to facilitate identifying alternative routes. Final
selection will come later. For corridors that are nearly
parallel. overlapping or are in close proximity to other
corridors. consideration should be given to combining
them. This exercise will give a preliminary framework
for a system of desired bicycle and pedestrian routes.

The undertying assumption is that bicyclists want to
go to the same places as motorists and the existing
system of streets and highways reflects the existing
travel demands within the community.

After the locational criteria has been applied to one or
several alternatives. then each corridor is evaluated
for specifIC strengths and weakness. A route may
require a minor adjustment or perhaps 8 major
revision of a candidate route may be warranted.
When major changes are indicated. it is often
advisable to consider the entire network
identification process a cyclic one and repeat the
sequence of steps with the new information gained
in the initial evaluation. This aids in keeping the
process logical and defensible.

After each route is evaluated for specific strengths
and weakness. then the gathered data can be
evaluated for each selected alternative route. To
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evaluate the selected routes the process involves:
defining criteriB to be used. Bnd metlsuring the
acceptability of each route t1gainst each criterion.

When comparing alternatives. each shou'd be ranked
t1Qainst the others. then ranked against the criteria.
Ranking ahou'd be as consistent and objective al
possible and should reflect local needs and values:
but it need not be comp~x. The major purpose of
this evaluation process is an appeal to corrvnon
sense and judgement The goal is to identify the
route that best meets the criteria and stills.Nes the
origins and destinations in question.

A rating procedure for the network should be
developed and each route should receive a value for
each factor. The factors to be rated should include:

The degree to which a specifK: route
meets the needs of the anticipated users as
opposed to other route options.

The possible cost and/or extent of
construction required to implement the
proposed bicycle or pedestrian facility
treatment

The comparative ease of implementing the
proposed design treatment For example.
one option may entail the often unpopular
decision to alter or eliminate on~treetparking
while another does not

The opportunity to implement the proposed
design treatment in conjunction with the
planned highway project construction.
reconstruction or improvement

6.7 Prepare I Bicycle
Feci/itiea System
Network Mop After a recommended network is developed. it shoukj

be illustrated on a map. Mapping bicycle and
pedestrians facilities is typK:ally a cost-efficient
means of informing bicyclists and pedestrians where
the most suitable facilities are located.

When available at appropriate locations. bicycle and
pedestrian facilities maps not only inform users but
can be designed to generate interest in the network.
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This map will be submitted. in conjunction with the
existing facilities inventory. to the Department for
review and incorporation into the statewide network.
Existing bicycle facilities should also be illustrated
showing a complete network of proposed and
existing routes within the network. This map should
then be utilized as a planning and programming tool
when implementing the metropolitan and regional
long-range transportation plans.

Metropolitan planning organization or regional planning affiliation planning
area maps have been included for this purpose. However, some regional
planning affiliations may have to supplement it with maps for cities within
their planning areas.
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To reduce repetitive explanation of frequently used words and terms while at the same time
ensuring singular understanding of them. the following definitions are listed below.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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BicYclo

Bicycle Transportation

Bicycle Tran.ponation
Facilities

Bikeway

Clearance (lateral)

Clearance (vertical)

Design Speed

Grade

Headway

Highway

A vehicle propelled solely by human power, upon
which any person may ride.

Movement of people by a bicycle from one place to
another.

Capital infrastructure. either linear or point specific.
which fosters bicycle transportation by serving traffic
generators along 8 direct course and aiding the safety
of the transportation purpose.

Any road. path orwaywhich in some manner is
specifically designated as being open to bicycle
travel. regardless of whether such facility is
designated for the exclusive use of bicycles or are to
be shared with other transportation modes. 1

Width required for safe passage of a vehicle (or
pedestrian) as measured in a horizontal plane.2

Height necessary for the safe passage of a vehicle (or
pedestrian) as measured in a vertical plane.)

Aspeed determined for design and correlation of the
physical features or geometries of a facility that
influence the safe vehicle operation.·

Rise or fall in elevation of a facility within a specified
distance. As an example. a 1-percent grade is a 1
foot (0.31 m) rise or fall in elevation in 100 feet (31
m) of distance (measured horizontally).'

The time interval between the passing of the front
ends of successive transit units moving along the
same lane in the same direction usually expressed in
minutes.-

A general term denoting a public roadway for
purposes of vehicular travel, including the entire area
within the right of way.'
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Intermodel Trensfer
Point

Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPOl

NotworX

Pedestrian

Pedestrian Pathway

Pavement Marking

Planning Area

Regional Planning
Affiliation IRPAl

Right of Way

Roadway

Sight Di'llInco

Sidewalk

Super-elevation

Any location at which a person or persons change
from one transportation mode to another.·

A policy making forum designated by the governor of
each state in urbanized areas with populations of
50,000 or more. The responsibility for cooperatively
carrying out transportation planning and
programming will be clearty identified in an
agreement of understanding between the state and
MPO.·

A configuration of bicycle and pedestrian facilrties
that constitutes the total system. 10

A person whose mode of transportation is on fOOt. 11

Temporary or permanent walkways which mayor
may not be placed near a roadway and are usually
made of concrete, asphalt or gravel. 12

Markings set into. applied on, or attached to the
surface of the pavement for the purpose of
regulating, warning or guiding traffic. 13

A geographic region selected for planning
objectives. 1

<l1

A multicounty organization used by member
municipalities and counties to develop and review
transportation plans and programs. Ii

A general term denoting land. property or interest
therein, usually in a strip, acquired for or devoted to
transportation purpose. lI

The portion of the highway, including shoulders, for
vehicle use.n

A measurement of bicyclists' visibility, unobstructed
by traffic. along the normal travel path to the furthest
point of the roadway surface.

The portion of a highway designated for preferential
or exclusive use by pedestrians. 1•

Raised outside edge of a roadway curve for the
purpose of overcoming the force causing a vehicle to
skid when maintaining speed. It
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Traffic Generators Origins and destinations such as neighborhoods.
schools. shopping centers. commercial areas, work
places. recreational facilities. parks and public
facilities.20

Walkways

Transportation TripI
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

,

•
•

•

•
,

•

•

"
"

"
"

..

Transportation trips are destination oriented. such as
school. work. shopping centers. public facilities. parks
and recreational areas.

A continuous way designated for pedestrians and
separated from the through lanes for motor vehicles
by space or barriers.21
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Highway and Transportation Officials. Washington. D.C. August 1991.
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Transportation. Federal Highway Administration. Washington D. C. 1977.

Urban Public Transportation Glossary. Transportation Research Board. National
Research Council. Washington. D.C. 1989.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Arizona Bikeway Planning/Design Guidelines. Arizona Department of
Transportation. November 1988.
A Bikeway Criteria Digest The ABCOs of Bikeways. U.S. Department of
Transportation. Federal Highway Administration. Washington. D.C. 1977.

Urban Public Transportation Glossary. Transportation Research Board. National
Research Council. Washington, D.C. 1989.
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APPENDIX A
BICYCLE AND PEDESlllIAN FACIUTIES SYSTEM PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,

I
I
I
I

Mr. Dennis L. Jones
Friends of Central Iowa Biking
1500 Truman Drive
Ames.1A 500104342

Mr. Don Benson
Iowa Trails Council
2132 NW. 137th St
Clive. IA 50325

Ms. lorraine Lawler
League of Iowa Bicyclists
2505 N.E. 44th Ave.
Des Moines. IA 50317

Ms. Shashi Goel
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Wallace State Office Building
Des Moines. IA 50319

Mr. Don Brazelton
Iowa Association of County
Conservation Boards
117 Main St.
P.O. Box 79
Elkhart. IA 50073

Ms. Joan Schneider
Dickinson County Trails Association
Okoboji. IA 51355

Ms. Marie Ware
Coralville Parks and Recreation
1506 Eight 5t
Coralville.IA 52241

Mr. Rod Larsen
Iowa Northland Regional Council of
Governments
601 Sycamore. Suite 333
Waterloo.1A 50703

Mr. Jerry Dumke

Upper Explorerland Regional Planning Commission
P.O. Box219
Postville. IA 52162·0219

Observers:

Mr. Tom Neenan
Iowa Trails Council
1201 Central Ave.
Center Point IA 52213

Mr. Herman Richter
Dickinson County Trails
Association
Mi~ord.IA 51351

Mr. Daniel Mathis
Federal Highway Administration
P.O. Box 627
Ames.IA 50010

Ms. Usa Hein
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation
505 Fifth Ave.
Des Moines. IA 50309

Ms. Dara Eckert
Iowa Department of Natural Resources
Wallace State Office Building
Des Moines. IA 50319
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APPENDIX B
IOWA BICYCLE ORGANlZAnONS CONTACTS

•

Region 1
Carol Schoor
Alpine Pedalers of Norteast Iowa
12825 S.Ave.
Westgate. IA 50681

Bill Straka
Alpine Pedalers
407 Commercial
Strawberry Point IA 52070

Joan Weidemann
Alpine Pedalers
Sumner.IA 50674

Rogion 2
Jim French
North Iowa Touring Club
112 Winnebago Way
Forest City. IA 50436

Jim Schumburg
Rockford Bike Club
P.O.80xC
Rockford. IA 50468

larry Stonecypher
North Iowa Touring Club
P.O. Box 1281
Mason City. IA 50401

Worth Ryder Bike Club
P.O. 80x 129
Northwood. IA 50459

Region 3
Don Echard
University of Okoboji Bicycle Club
1207 Okoboji Ave.
Milford. IA 51351

Terry Bauer
Okoboji Bicycle Club
902 EightSt
Milford.IA 5135 1

Sioux County Bike Club
911 Filth St S.E.
Orange City.IA 51041

Kirby Nielsen
Oay County Cyclists
P.O. Box4011
Spencer. IA 51301

Emmetsburg Bike Club
2216Main
Emmetsburg. IA 50536

Mark Steil
Gopher College Bike &Ski Club
P.O. Box 18
West Bend. IA 50597

Royd Ryders
P.O. Box 771
Storm Lake. IA 50588

Region 4
Siouxland Cyclists
P.O. Box 3142
Sioux City. IA 51102

Todd Hensley
Twin Peaks Bike Club
2533 S. Cornelia
Sioux City. IA 51106

Unle Sioux Spoke Folks
P.O. Box 23
Cherokee. LA 51012

Region 6
Jack Jenkins
Oarian Chain Gang
104N. Main
Oarion.1A 50525
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I Russ Tell
Club Dayton

r P.O. Box 2
Dayton.IA 50530

I Region II
Pine lane Cyclists

! P.O. Box 166
Eldora.1A 50627

I Eldora Greenbelt Bike Club
1404 Tenth St
Eldora.1A 50627

I Greenbelt Bikers. Inc.
P.O. Box 11

I
Iowa Falls. LA 50 126

Rick Anderson

I
Iowa Valley Bicycle Club
307 Wauconda Road
Marshalltown. LA 50 158

I Gary Cook
Grinnell Bicycle Club

I
1817 Stoecker St.
Grinnell.1A 501 12

I Regjon 7
Bruce Gordon
Grundy Center Bikers

I 1204 LAve.
Grundy Center.IA 50638

Rainbow Cyclists
P.O. Box 2463
Waterloo. LA 5070 1

Region 8
Riverbend Bicycle Club
P.O.Box 1571
Clinton.IA 52733

Department of Recreation
Dubuque Bicycle Club
Bunker Hill Road
Dubuque. IA 5200 1

Region 9
President
Quad Cities Bicycle Club
P.O. Box 3575
Davenport. LA 52808

Melon City Bike Club
P.O. Box 431
Muscatine.IA 52761

Muscatine Great River Pedal Wheelers
1744 Devitt
Muscatine.IA 52761

Region 10
Hawkweye Bicycle ~sociation

P.O. Box 223
Cedar Rapids. LA 52406

Aaron Hein
Spokebuster Bike Club
P.O. Box 303
Washington. LA 52353

Bernie Barker
Monticello Bikers
Box 271
Monticello.IA 52310

Thomas Begley
Marion Bike Club
1060 County Home Road
Springville.IA 52336

Frank Iowa
Rogues of the Night
P.O. Box 2939
Iowa City.IA 52244

Gregory Kovaciny
Bicyclists of Iowa City
P.O. Box 846
Iowa City.IA 52244
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Region 11
Huck Thompson
Team Silver Streak
2908 East 40th St.
Des Moines.IA 50317

President
Des Moines Cycle Club
P.O. Box 13258
Des Moines. IA 50310

Tim Lane
Team Skunk
1304 42nd St.
Des Moines,lA 50265

Carroll Johnson Iowa Realty
University of Beaverdale Bicycle Riders
3521 Beaver
Des Moines. IA 50310

Thomas Dreyer
P.O.P. Peddlers
2521 Glennor Road
Des Moines. IA 50310

Howard Hoy
League of Iowa Bicyclists
P.O. Box 13258
Des Moines, IA 50310

Jim Lanning
Team Lanning
760 34th St. Place
West Des Moines, IA 50265

Belinda Kromminga
ACME International Bike Club
8707 Townsend
Urbandale. IA 50322

John Chrisitenses
Team Me-Off
10721 NW. 107th St.
Granger,"IA 50109

Lake Country Cyclists
P.O. Box 304
Ankeny. IA 50021

Matt Michael
ISU Bicycle Club
Alumni Hall
Iowa State University
Ames. IA 50011

Dennis Jones
Friends of Central Iowa Biking
1500 Truman Drive
Ames. IA 50010

Lyn Frazier
Boone Bicycle Club
P.O. Box 383
Boone. IA 50036

David Johnson
Another Dam Bike Club
P.O. Box 111
Knoxville.IA 50138

Central Iowa Cyclists
P.O. Box 911
Newton. IA 50208

Fred Eiteman
Perry 8ike Riders
2608 Marengo Drive
Perry.IA 50220

Region 12
Mary Segebart
Crawford County Cruisers
2625 Donna Reed Road
Denison, IA 51442

Region 13
No bicycle organizations have been
reported in this region.

Region 14
Steve Swayer
Lenox Bicycle Club
201 N. Main
lenox. IA 50851
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Bill Cornick
Creston Bike CLub
1005 Crest Drive
Creston.IA 50801

Dan Lutter
Greeen Valley Bike Club
805 N. Vine St
Creston. IA 50801

Region 15
RIM Rollers Bicycle Club
P.O.80x 1061
Oskaloosa. IA 52577

Nadine Greiner
RC 8ikeCIub
RR 3 Box 112
Keola. IA 52248

Donald Wells
Fox River Bike Club
Route 1 Box 206
Milton.1A 52570

John Selerno
Boundary Breakers Bicycle Club
1000 N. Fourth St.. MIU P.O. Box 430
Fairfield.IA 52557

Larry Eldridge
Sigourney Weever's Bike Club
118 N. West St
Sigourney.1A 52591

Spoke Folks
P.O. 80x 768
Ottumwa.IA 5202

Region 16
Keokuk Bicycle Club
P.0.80x 161
Keokuk. IA 52632

Bike Burfington. Inc.
P.O. Box 1135
8urlington.1A 52601

Mariam Van Winkle
Morning Sun Bicycle Club
Morning Sun.IA 52640

Rogion 17
Davis County Bicycle Club
R.R. 1. P.O. 80x 107
8loomfield.IA 52537

Neal Smith
Mystic Bike Club
R.R. 1. P.O. Box 70
Mystic. IA 50140

Sianomo Scenic Bike Ride
P.O. Box 39
LamonLIA 50140

Region 18
Pottowattamie Pedalers
P.O. Box 1564
Council Bluffs. IA 51502

Lois Wirth
Huff-N·Puffers
1212Willow
Harlan.IA 51537
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APPENDIX C
IOWA ASSOCIATlON OF COUNlY CONSERVATlON BOARD CONTACTS

Region 1 Terry McNamara
James Janett 2407 Hwy. 169
RR 3. Box 4D-A Algona. IA 50511
Waukon. LA 52172 515-295-2138
319-568-2137

Milton R. Owen
Don R. Menken 415 Ume Kiln Road
RR 2. Box 65-A Osage.IA 50461
Elkader. IA 52043 515-732-5204
319-245-1516

Robert Schwartz
Rod Marlatt 34496 11 Oth Avenue
RR 1. Box B2A Forest City. IA 50436
Fayette.1A 52142 515-565-3390
319-422-5146

Dean A. Mueller
Harold Chapman 503 First Avenue N.
CCB. Courthouse Northwood.IA 50459
Cresco. LA 52136 515-324·1524
319-547-3634

David Oestmann Rogion 3
2526 Lake Meyer Road Gary Christiansen
Fort Atkinson.IA 52144 3013 Hwy. C13
319-534-7145 Peterson. IA 51047

712-295-7985

Region 2 Clinton S. Fraley
Fred Heinz 420 10th Ave. S.E.
3501 Ume Creek Road Spencer.IA 52043
Mason City. IA 50401 712-262-2187
515-423-5309

John Walters
Wayne C. Meyer 1924 240th St
P.O. Box 113 Milford.IA 51351
Charles City. IA 50616 712-338-4786
515-257-6214

Eric E. Anderson
Dennis Carlson P.O. Box 155
P.O. Box 164 Estherville. IA 51334
Hampton. IA 50441 712-362-2510
515-456-4375

Mike Wallace
Dallas D. Davis 311 First Ave. E.
875 State St Rock Rapids.IA 51246
Garner.IA 50438 712-472-2217
515-923-2720
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Darwin Koenig Region 6
6660 460th St Keith T. Roos
Paultina.1A 51046 515CourtSt
712-448-2254 Rockwell Cily.IA 50579

712-297-ll323
Ronald R. Spengler
5945 Hwy. 9 Brian Philip Holt
Ocheyedan. IA 51354 2490 Briggs Woods Trail
712-758-3709 Webster City.1A 50595

515-832-9570
Stephen Pin
R.R. 1_ P.O. 80x 48 Jeanne Baugous
Ruthven. IA 51358 Courthouse
712-947-4270 Dakota City.IA 50529

515-332-4087
Gerald Schiefen
4051 Cherry Ave. Daniel J. Heissel
Hawarden.lA 51023 R.R. 2. P.O. 80x 11 A
712·552-1047 Pocahontas.lA 50574

712-335-4395

Region 4 Char1es Miller
Lon R. Allan A.R. 2. Kennedy Park
629 River Road Fort Dodge.1A 50501
Cherokee. IA 51012 515-576-3230
712-225-5959

Bruce W. Undne,
Rhett A Leonard 1720 O'Brien Ave.
R.R. 1. P.O. 80x 31-0 Clarion.IA 50525
Ida Grove.IA 51445 515-532-3185
712·364-3300

Thomas C. Bruegger Regjon B
R.R. 2. P.O. 80x 139 A Irwin Burns
Onawa.1A 51040 R.R.2
712-423-2400 Ackley. IA 50601

515-li48-3825
Dennis L Sohl
25601 Hwy. C60 Garry Brandenburg
Hinton.IA 51024 1302 E. Olive St.
712-947-4270 Marshalltown. tA 50158

515-754-li303
Rick O. Schneider
3801 Memorial Drive Mark Vavroch
Sioux City. IA 51103 P.O. 80x 389
712-258-0838 Montezuma. IA 50171

515-li23·3191
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Robert F. Etzel
2283 Park Road
Tolado, IA 52342
515-484·2231

Region 7
Steve Finegan
2410 W. Lone Tree Road
Cedar Falls. IA 50613
319·266-6813

Frank Frederick
1104 S. Main St.
P.0.80x412
Tripoli. IA 50613

Harry Graves
1874 125th St.
Hazelton. IA 50641
319-636·2617

Steve Brunsma
19429 Timber Road
Clarksville.1A 50619
319-278-4237

Brian Moore
107 Pine
New Hampton.IA 50659
515-394-4714

Kevin W. Williams
P.O. 80x 36
Morrison. IA 50657
319·345·2688

Region 8
AI Griffiths
P.O. 80x 161
Grand Mound. IA 52751
319·847·7202

Gartyn Glanz
A.A. 1. P.O. 80x 24~
Manchester. IA 52057
319·927·3410

Robert J. Walton
13768 Swiss Valley Road
Peosta. IA 52068
319·556-6745

Daryl Parker
Courthouse
Maquoketa.1A 52060
319-652·3783

Region 9
Curtis Weiss
2007 Saulsbury Road
Muscatine.IA 52761
319-649·3379

Daniel L Nagle
P.O. 80x 213
Long Grove.IA 52756
319·381-1114

Region 10
Kevin Kacena
2113 57thSt. Trail
Vinton.1A 52349
319-472-4942

Rick J. Rouse
Courthouse
TIpton.IA 52772
319·886-6930

Rick Mochal
A.A. 1. P.O. 80x 65
I1ldora.1A 52251
319-655-8465

Dan L Biechler
1890 County Home Road
Marion. IA 52302
319·398·3505

Steve Anderson
2939 Hwv. 92
Ainsworth. IA 52201
319-657·3457
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Tom Foster
610HAve.
Ogden. IA 50212
515-353-4237

Jeff Logsdon
1477 KAva.
Perry,lA 50220
515-664-2138

Dennis H. Black
115 N. Second Ave. E.
Newton,lA 50208
515·792·9780

James A. Uechty
P.O. Box 129
Winterset IA 50273
515-462·3536

Steven B. Edwards
4th Hoor, Courthouse
Knoxville, IA 50138
515-628·2213

Ben Van Gundy
Jester Park
Granger,lA 50109
515·999·2557

Steve lekwa
R.R. 2, P.O. 80x 272E
McFarland Pk.
Ames,lA 5001D-9651
515·232·2516

Jim Priebe
1565 118th Ave.
Indianola,lA 50125
515·961-6169

Billion 12
Bruce Haag
2672 Uttlefield Drive
Exira, IA 50076
712·268·2762

Oavid J. Olson
R.R. I, P.O. Box 240 A
Carroll,IA 5140 1
712·792-4614

Lance M. Nelson
P.O. Box 423. Courthouse
Denison.lA 51442
712·263·2748

Dan Towers
Courthouse
114 S. Chestnui
Jafferson, IA 50129
515·386-4629

Joe Hanner
R.R. 2, P.O. 80x 4A 17
Panora,lA 50216
515·755·3061

Rod G. Dunlap
2048 Hwy. Six NW.
Oxford. IA 52322
319-645·2315

Keith J. Rowtey
R.R.l
Center Junction.IA 52212
319-487·3541

Chris Bass
2970 280th St
Sac City.IA 50583
712-662-4530

Billion 13
Dennis Sierck
P.O. 80x 371
Atlantic. IA 50022
712·243·3542

Jack Gibson
R.R. 1, P.O. Box 117
Sidney,lA 51640
712·374·2347
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Roger A. Ossian
R.R. 2. P.O. Box 207
Red Oak.1A 51566
712~23-4753

Jerry Abma
Courthouse
Clarinda. LA 51632
712-542-3B64

Rooion 14
Kevin Blazek
705 N.E. Sixth St
P.O. Sox26B
Greenfield.IA 50849
5 15-743~450

Dan Carl
R.R. 3. P.O. Box 132
Coming. LA 50841
515-322-4793

Rick Hawkins
R.R. 1. P.O. Box 83 A
Mount Ayr. IA 50854
515-464·27B7

Jerry Abmac
c/o Courthouse
Clarinda. IA 51632
712·542-3864

John Tapken
318 N. Pine St.
P.O. Box 291
Creston. IA 50801
515-782-7111

Region 15
Dennis H. lewiston
R.R. 3. P.O. Box 118
Fairfield.IA 52556
515-472-4421

Randy Mitchell
204 S. Stone
Sigoumey.1A 52591
515~22·3757

Perry Thostenson
2254-200th SI.
New Sharon. IA 50207
51~73-9327

James A. Settles
R.R. 2. P.O. Box 81
Keosauqua. IA 52565
319-293-35B9

John E. Stuart
R.R. 3. P.O. Box 176A
Bloomfield.1A 52537
515~82-3091

Region 16
Jeff S. Bergman
512 N. Main
Burlington.IA 5260 1
319-753-8260

Oon E. Peak
2522 Fremont Avenue
MI. Pleasant. IA 52641
319-986-5067

Tom Buckley
P.O. Box 21B
Montrose. IA 52639
319-463-7673

Jim Rudisill
P.O. Box261
609 Hwy. 61 N.
Wapello.1A 52653
319-523-8381

Region 17
WM. Mark Hoffman
R.R. 4. Sharon 81uffs Pk.
Centerville.1A 52544
515-B56-8528

Anita Foland
c/o Clarke County Courthouse
Osceola. IA 50213
515-342-3960
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Rick Krenz
203 S. Madison
Bloomfield.IA 52537
51~64-2138

Richard Erke
RR. 1. P.O. Box 97-A
Leon.IA 50144
515446-7307

Charles Ed Tighe
P.O. Box 78
Chariton. IA 50049
515-774-2314

Joseph Kurimski
RR.1
lake Miami Park
lovilia.IA 50 150
515-946-8112

George C. Moser
P.O. Box 171
Corydon. IA 50060
515-872-2004

Region 18
Timothy D. Sproul
RR. 1. P.O. Box 113
Woodbine. IA 51579
712-847-2785

Richard Allensworth
R.R. 1. P.O. Box 36
Pacific Junction. lA 51561
712-527-9685

Leroy L Kadel
223 S. Sixth. Courthouse
Council Bluffs. IA 51503
712-32B-563B

John P. Goeser
612 Coort St
Courthouse
Harlan,lA 51537
712-755-2628
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APPENDIX D
PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTh1ENTS CONTACTS

Region 1
Roderick Weinschenk
Director Park and Recreation
20· Second Ave. SW.
Oelwein. LA 50662
319-283-5440

Larry Klock.
Director Park and Recreation
101 AllamakeeSt.
City Hall
Waukon. LA 52172
319-568-4651

Rick Edwards
Director of Park and Recreation
P.O. Sox 513
Decorah. IA 52101
319-382-4158

Region 2
Peg 8ell
Director of Recreation
114 West Call
Algona,lA 50511
515-295-9251

Vicki Hensley
Director of Parks and Recreation
P.O. Box 185
Clear Lake,IA 50428
51~357-7010

Sue Edmondson
Director of Parks and Recreation
P.O. Sox 121
305 North Clark
Forest City, IA 50436
515-582-4860

Jim Anderson
Superintendent of Recreation
22 N. Georgia
Mohawk Square
Mason City,IA 50401-3435
515-421,3673

Steve Undman
Director of Parks and Recreation
105 Milwaukee Mall
Charles City, IA 50616
51 ~229-7761

DannMay
Superintendent of Parks
22 N. Georgia
Mohawk Square
Mason City.1A 50401-3435
515-421-3672

Ted Funk
Park and Recreation Department
114 S. Seventh St.
CityHall
Osage. IA 50461
515-732-4674

Region 3
Greg Hanshaw
Parks and Recreation Department
2 N. Seventh
Estherville, IA 51334
712-362-7771

Mel Elsberry
Director of Parks and Recreation
Recreation Department
City Hall
OrangeCity,1A 51041
712-737-4885

Brad Zuetenhorst
Recreation Director
41519thAv•.
P.O. Box 32
Sheldon, IA 51202
712-324-2769

Sheila Grigsby
Director of Parks and Recreation
B08 Third Ave.
Sibley,lA 51249
712-754-2408
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Delray Bredehoeft
Parks Superintendent
418 Second Ave. W.
Spencer.IA 51301
712-264-7260

Region 4
Richard Hinkhouse
Recreation Director
530 West Bluff
Cherokee. IA 51012
712-225-2715

Dave Ruter
Director Parks and Recreation
335 First Ave. N.W.
Sioux Center. IA 51250
712-722-0761

John Keiser
Parks and Recreation Director
Public Works Department
P.O. Box 447
Sioux City, IA 51102
712-279-<l129

Region 5
Richard Klimes
Director of Parks and Recreation
112 Second Ave. N.E.
Belmond. IA 5042 1
515-444-4242

Tom Simmons
Director of Recreation
Clarion Middle School
Clarion.IA 50525
515-532-2482

Dave Demory
Director
316 NoW. Third
Eagle Grove. IA 50533
515-448-3714

Marlo Branderhorst
Director of Parks. Recreation and Forestry
813 First Ave. S.
City Hall
Fort Dodge.IA 60501
515-576-7237

Jim Dunham
Director of Public Grounds
400 Second St
P.O. Box217
Webster City.1A 50595
515-832-4193

Kent Harfst
Recreation Director
920 Des Moines St.
Webster City.IA 50595-2 138
515-832-9193

Region 6
Chad Beck
Director of Recreation
927 Fourth Ave.
Grinnell. IA 50112
515-236-2620

Brian Lorenzen
Director of Parks and Recreation
315 Stevens Drive
P.O. Box 698
Iowa Falls. IA 50126
515-<l48·3691

Robert Workman
Director of Parks and Recreation
803 N. Third Ave.
Marshalltown. IA 50158
515-754·5715

Region 7
Ward Stubbs
Director of Leisure/Human Services
110 E. 13th St
Cedar Falls.IA 506 13
319·398-5065
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Janet Wegner
Director of Parks and Recreation
112 E. Spring SI.
New Hampton. IA 50659
515-394-5464

Paul Huting
Superintendent of Resources
1101 Campbell Ave.
Waterloo.lA 50701
319-291-4370

Tom Reardon ClP
Acting Director
225 Commercial St.
Waterloo. lA 50701
319-291-4491

Tabor Ray
Director of Parks and Recreation
200 First St. N.E.
Waverly.IA 50677
319-352-6263

Region 8
Jerry Bersch
Director of Parks and Recreation
1401 11th Ave. N.
Clinton.IA 52732
319-243-1260

Gil Spence
Leisure Service Manager
2200 Bunker Hilt Road
Dubuque.IA 52001-3010
319-589-4263

Beverly S. Hermsen
Director
208 E. Main
Manchester.IA 52057
319-927-3636

Doug Pratt
Director of Parks and Recreation
116 West Adams
P.O. Box 449
Creston. IA 50801
515-782-ll220

Regjon 9
Steve Grimes
Director of Parks and Recreation
2204 Grant St
Bettendorf.IA 52722
319-359-1651

Wayne Boyer
Director of Parks and Recreation
2816 Eastern
Davenport lA 52803
319-326-7812

LarryWolf
Director of Parks and Recreation
City Hall
215 Sycamore
Muscatine.1A 52761
319-263.Q241

Region 10
Scott Kelty
Director of Parks and Recreation
104 Nasinus Road
Anamosa. IA 52205
319-462-6181

Bill Daily
Director of Parks and Recreation
City Hall
1207Eighth Ave.
Bette Plaine. IA 52208
319-444-2200

Ronald Dumke
Director of Recreation
2000 Mt Vernon Road S.E.
Cedar Rapids. lA 52403
319-398-5065

David Holstad
Director of Parks
City Hall
50 2nd Avenue Bridge
Cedar Rapids.1A 52401
319-39B-50BO
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Quentin Sweeney
Park Superintendent
1506 Ei9htSt
Coralville.IA 52241
319-354-3006

Mana Ware
Director of Recreation
1506 EightSt
Coralville. IA 52241
319-354-3006

Jan Bahmann
City of Hiawatha
81 Emmons St
Hiawatha, fA 52233
319-393-1515

Terry Trueblood
Director of Parks and Recreation
220 S. Gilbert
Iowa City.IA 52240
319-356-5110

Joe Bunerfield
Director of Parks and Recreation
600 Tenth Ave.
Marion.1A 52302
319-377-4B46

Duane Mesch
Park Director
200 E. First SI.
Monticello.IA 52310
319-465-3577

Barb Berry
Park Board
P.O. Box 67
North Liberty.1A 52317
319-626-5700

Duane Randall
Director of Parks and Recreation
701 EastASt
Vinton. IA 50248

Region 11
Leroy Guessford
Director of Parks and Recreation
407 Eight St S.E.
Altoona. IA 50009
515·967-5136

Nancy Carroll
Director of Parks and Recreation
1500 Gateway Hills Park Drive
Ames.IA 50010
515-239-5350

Randy Hoeck
Recreation Director
1605 N. Ankeny Blvd.
Suite 200
Ankeny.1A 50021-4199
515-965-6455

Greg Thede
Park Superintendent
725 Lincoln
Boone.IA 500036
515-432-6454

James Briseno
Parks and Recreation Director
P.O. Box 430
Carlisle. IA 50047
515-9B9-3224

Kelly Canfield
Parks and Recreation Director
9289 Swanson Blvd.
Clive.IA 50325
515-223-6230

La Donna lester
Chairperson - Park Board
315 West Spring
Colfax. IA 50054
515-674·3600

Don Tripp
Director of Parks and Recreation
3226 University Ave.
Des Moines. IA 50311
515-237-1452
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Ben Van Gundy
Director
Jester Park
Granger. IA 50109
515-999-2557

Glen Cowan
Director of Parks and Recreation
110 N. First St
Indianola.IA 50125
515-961-9420

Maureen Condon
Recreation Director
P.O. 80x 352
800 South Park lane
Knoxville.IA 50138
515-828.Q580

Tim Hansen
Director of Parks and Recreation
1209 Sixth SI.
Nevada. IA 5020 1
515-3824352

Nancy Kuehl
Park and Recreation Director
705 N.Ave.
Norwalk. IA 50211
515-981-9206

Thom Summitt
Recreation Director
712 Union
Pella. IA 502 19
515-6284571

Mike Raffensperger
Director of Parks and Recreation
4450 Oakwood Drive
Pleasant Hill. lA 50318
515-262-9368

Sharon Nickles
Deputy Clerk
112 Third St
P.O. 80x 426
Polk City. IA 50226
515-984-6233

John Moran
Parks Superintendent
City Hall
504 Broad Street
Story City.1A 50248
515-7334444

Gary Scott
Director of Parks and Recreation
P.O. Box 65320
West Des Moines. IA 50265
515-222-3444

John Pletchette
Director of Parks and Recreation
101 East Jefferson
Winterset.IA 50273
515462-3258

Dennis Slings
Park and Recreation Director
301 S. 11th Ave. W.
Newton. IA 50208
515-792-1470

Kevin Boji
Parks and Recreation Director
110 N. FirstSt
Indianola.IA 50125
515-961-9420

Region 12
Tom louis
Director of Parks and Recreation
112 E. Filth St
Carroll. IA 51401
712-792-1000

Todd Schenck
Director of Parks and Recreation
220 N. Chestnut St
Jefferson.IA 50129
515-386-3412
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Region 13
Randy Pullen
Park and Recreation Director
2ooS.15th
Clarind•• 1A 51632
712-542-3841

Scott Hock
Director
500 W. Clarinda
Shenandoah.lA 61061
712-246-3409

Region 14
George Kirby CLP
Director of Parks and Recreation
116W.Adams
P.O. Box 449
Creston. IA 50801
515-782-8220

Region 15
Greg Handshaw
Parks and Recreation Director
1000 W. Burlington
Fairfield.IA 52556
515-472-6159

Ted Henderson
Director of
Parks and Recreation
111 W. Franklin
Bloomfield.IA 52537
515-664-2260

Bill Perry
Parks Director
105 E. Third
Ottumwa.IA 52501
515-6B2-o654

Region 16
John Brenna
Director of Parks and Recreation
811 Ave. E.
P.O. Box 240
Fort Madison.IA 52627
319-372-7700

Phil Collier
Parks and Recreation Superintendent
City Hall
400 Washington
Burlington.IA 52601
319-753-8117

Brent Schleisman
Director of Parks and Recreation
202 W. Monroe
Mount Pleasant lA 62641

Region 17
John Peterson
Recreation Director
115Main
Chariton. lA 50049
515-774-5991

Joe Grossman
Director of Parks and Recreation
404 E. Ayers
Osceola. JA 50213

Region 18
Richard Downing
Director of Parks. Recreational and Public
Property
209 Pearl
Council Bluffs. IA 51503

Dan Bieker
Parks and Facilities Supervisor
711 Durant
P.O. Box 650
Harlan. IA 51537
712-755-5137
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APPENDIX E
STATBVIDE BICYCl£ AND PEDESlllIAN FACIUTIES SYSTEM PLAN'S

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Gool

Objective.

To integrate into the transportation system planning
process the development of 8 bicyde and pedestrian
network and accompanying facilities which improves
the safety, access and linkages to urban, suburban
and rural destinations.

Identify an integrated system of bicycle and
pedestrian facilities network.

Develop and promote a bicycle and
pedestrian facilities network of continuous
routes between communities.

Develop and promote a bicycle and
pedestrian network within communities that
is connected to the intercorrvnunity bicycle
and pedestrian facilities network..

Coordinate implementation of bicyde and pedestrian
facilities network.

Explore ways and means of ensuring
continuous consideration of the bicycle and
pedestrian facilities as a mode of
transportation in all transportation planning
efforts.

Define the responsibilities of the State. MPOs.
RPAs, and others for planning. programming,
financing, constructing. and maintaining the
statewide bicycle and pedestrian facilities
network.

Explore the use of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in conjunction with other modes of
transportation (e.g. public transit carpooling,
etc.).

Address concerns regarding tort liability
associated with bicycle and pedestrian
facilities.
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Establish criteria to provide adequate
maintenance of facilities to ensure safe
operation of bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Establish I~ison with other agencies that deal
with bicycle and pedestrian facilities related
issues.

Develop the Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Network identifICation Handbook to assist
MPOs and RPAs in the planning of bicycle
and pedestrian facilities network.

Identify improvements necessary for the
safety of bicYclists. pedestrians and
motorists.

Determine the safety conditions of existing
roadways and other facilities identified as part
of network.

Identify programs needed to increase safety.
Develop systemat~ evaluations and revisions
of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities system
plans.

Establish priorities for programming bicycle
and pedestrian facilities on the statewide
network.

Identify programs needed to evaluate bicyde
and pedestrian facilities (e.g., traffic
monitoring, surveys).

Determine funding priorities to develop and
maintain a statewide bicycle and pedestrian
facilities network.

Analyze the utilization of current funding
sources for bicycle and pedestrian facilities
and figure out a cost-ttffeetive way to fund the
statewide bicycle and pedestrian facilities
network.
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